
PET POEMS PLUS -- extra pages to download or print



**Extra Pages**   



   Pick-a-Pet!

rip here!





Hello! 
I’m the page on the other side
of the dog!

Hello! 
I’m the page on the other side
of the cat!



Break-a-Line!Break-a-Line!

I    love    running    across    fields    

of       fresh-cut       grass     and 

sometimes    I      don't      stop.

rip here!

I    love    running    across    fields    

of       fresh-cut       grass     and 

sometimes    I      don't      stop.

I    love    running    across    fields    

of       fresh-cut       grass     and 

sometimes    I      don't      stop.



Artist Monocle

         ARTIST MONOCLE INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1:   More ripping! Rip out the bottom half of this page.

Step 2:   Carefully cut around the dashed lines.
      When you use scissors, make sure an adult is around. 
             Make a hole in the gray center part. 
                Hint: Poking the center with a pencil might help.

Step 3:   Decorate your Monocle! Use markers, stickers, 
      whatever!

rip here

make a hole
here

cut here



make a hole
here



rip here!

Make Some Sense





Hello! 
I’m the page on the other side of 
the rabbit!

Hello! 
I’m the page on the other side of 
the bearded dragon!



your poetry arsenal!

poem
s

REPETITION
ALLITERATION
RHYME
RHYTHM
EKPHRASIS
REVISION

I fear no 
word!

IMAGINE poems
QUESTION poems
DESCRIBE poems

THE POWER OF "LIKE"
SIMILE
METAPHOR
IMAGERY
SENSORY DETAIL
PERSONIFICATION

STORY poems



poet's heart
(for emotion)

poetry spaceship 
(to travel anywhere)

Artist Monocle
(to see what only you can)

wheee!!!

STRONG STARTS MOVIN' MIDDLES ENDLESS ENDINGS

- repeat the start
- answer the start
- cliffhanger...
- go BIG!
- go small
- twist
- with feeling
- whatever you want!

    - answer a question
    - ask another question
    - add a sensory detail
    - action
    - drop an elephant
    - whatever you want!

- ask a question
- have the animal talk
- give a sensory detail
- tell what the animal 
  reminds you of  
- have it act
- whatever you want!

poetry sword
(for confidence) 

(and breaking lines)

po
et

ry pow
er

pow
er





Be it known to all --

That on this        day of the month of                                   
in the year            , award-winning professional poet Sean 
Petrie and award-winning professional artist Amanda 
Hoxworth, do hereby declare that --

Sean Petrie
Amanda Hoxworth

Officially Certified Poet (OCP)
is now and for all days henceforth an --

OFF
ICIALLY

CERT I FI E
D

POET
™

Said OCP has completed the rigorous training of the Pet 
Poems Plus coursebook, as well as crafted a poetry arsenal 
that includes the formidable Poetry Sword, the passionate 
Poet's Heart, the adventurous Poetry Spaceship, and the all-
seeing Artist Monocle, as well achieveing proficiency in several 
powerful poetry skills, including repetition, alliteration, 
personification, imagery, sensory detail, the power of "like," 
metaphor, simile, rhythm, rhyme, and dropping an elephant. 

Said OCP is also approved for writing all poem types, 
including Imagine, Question, Describe, and Story poems.

Wherefore, said OCP shall now bear all the official rights and 
duties attached thereto, including unlimited use of the title 
POET, writing poems whenever and wherever they please, 
sharing their work with others, and, above all, having fun 
in the art and practice of poetry.


